
3 chip digital camera e.g. Sony PD150/170 + back-up single-chip mini-DV for more flexible filming situations.

JVC GR X5 [1] (http://www.camcorderinfo.com/content/JVC-GR-X5-Camcorder-Review.htm) (12v car charger available) - ~£750
new - wide-angle attachment available (SD)
Panasonic PV-GS400 [2] (http://www.camcorderinfo.com/content/Panasonic-PV-GS400-Camcorder-Review.htm) (SD)
Sony HDR-HC3 [3] (http://www.camcorderinfo.com/content/Sony-HDR-HC3-Camcorder-Review/ComparisonsConclusion.htm) - HD,
~£700
Canon GL2 [4] (http://www.camcorderinfo.com/content/canon_gl2_camcorder_review.htm) (SD)
Canon HV10 [5] (http://www.camcorderinfo.com/content/Canon-HV10-Camcorder-Review/ComparisonsConclusion.htm) (HD)
Canon XH A1 [6] (http://www.camcorderinfo.com/content/Canon-XH-A1-Camcorder-Review.htm) , more expensive ~£1500 (HD)
Sony HVR-V1U (HD)
ATC-2000 (http://www2.oregonscientific.com/shop/product.asp?cid=8&scid=86&pid=709) - a handlebar-mountable video camera
Specialist accessories - e.g. helmet camera. [7] (http://www.filmmaking.net/fnetforum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=4527) 
[8] (http://www.filmmaking.net/fnetforum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=4479) 
[9] (http://www.filmmaking.net/fnetforum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=4183) 
[10] (http://www.filmmaking.net/fnetforum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=4555) 
[11] (http://www.filmmaking.net/fnetforum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=4586) 

wide angle and filtures (if shooting in bright light- desert / snow)

Audio - shotgun mic

Power sources - e.g. solar.

Tape Stock Memory stick

Lighting - reflector

Tripod Cleaning equipment

Store tapes/ cards in water-tight dust free containers and insulate in extreme conditions.
Only post as a last resort and only send recorded delivery.
Check kit for damage or 'digital fallout' lens specks etc to ensure continuous quality. Log tapes to ensure continuity of story.
Clean kit regularly- can-air/ air-brush. Keep your equipment clean.

Charley Boorman / Ewan Mcgregor - The Long Way Round Michael Palin - Himalaya Ray Mears - Bushcraft
Walking with Freedom. Check out "Walking with Freedom" and its sequel. One was a hike on the Appalachion Trail, the other a hike 
on the Pacific Crest Trail. There are several videos on the web site http://www.walkingwithfreedom.com/wvideos.php[12]
(http://www.walkingwithfreedom.com/wvideos.php) - One guy, one camera - the Canon GL2.

Shoot all the time and shoot everything.

From the ground From higher up From some vegetation Looking in from a ruin / building
Use unorthodox angles

Keep zooming to minimum, get in closer for closer shots. 'lock off' shots on a tri-pod
Landscape- shoot as much as possible, framing important, use different lenses/ angles if possible.

Filming
Summary Note:

I am interested in the way "The Long Way Round" was filmed with Ewan Mcgregor and Charly Boorman. Their producers at first wanted to
stage events and fully document them. For example when they got to, I think it was Prague, they staged Ewan and Charly cooking pancakes
in a kitchen, but it was really cheesey and not really capturing the essence of events in the trip which were part of their path but artificially 
created. So they swapped things around and had a cameraman riding with them just filming whatever things of note that happened. The
cameraman didn't get involved in the trip at all just let Ewan and Charley do their own thing (even though they just acted quite a lot like actors
would). I mean we aren't going to have this opportunity of having someone filming us, but that doesn't mean to say we shouldn't have the
camera really handy to film stuff. For example, Tom met this really weird guy at the train station in Derby when we were travelling up to
Scotland in May. I quickly grabbed the camera and instead of standing there like a lemon took a load of photos which grabbed the oddness of
the moment of this obsessive trainspotter cyclist.

Equipment
Cameras

http://www.dvinfo.net/conf/forumdisplay.php?f=61 - 3 chip cameras
http://www.sony.co.uk/product/ProductComparisonWizard.action?site=odw_en_GB&sectiontype=Product&modelName=HDR-HC1E# - 
compare sony cameras Sony 3 chip cameras http://www.ciao.co.uk/Camcorders_5220910_2-3ccd-sony

A 

camera and 
an external 

mic would be the easiest to travel 
with. Add a tripod and maybe even a

set of 
wireless mics if you need them. For camera suggestions check these threads:

Another forum 
post: "MarkG"

I'd look at the Sony HC3 or the semi-pro version: HDV format, 
records to DV tape, small and light and with a big battery you 
should be able to shoot for about twelve hours between 

charges. It's not the best HD camera around but the better ones would be a real pain to carry on a bike ride.

Lenses

Microphone

Power sources

Media

Lighting

Accessories

Personnel
Who's going to operate the equipment?

Care

Techniques
Style
Genre, style, format, structure? Documentary, news, travel? Watch and study 5 examples of type of film you want to make:

Examples:

Structure

Shots
Setting up
Use a tripod or sit a camera on a wall or something solid to keep the camera still.

Holding the camera in front of your face at arm's length gives a nice effect and puts the person in context to their surroundings.



For interviews set up shots (wide angel of interview subject at work/ in environment)
Talking heads- 'minced up' shots cutaways different angles, close ups of eyes, hand-gestures.
Subject matter- get a picture of what subject is talking about e.g. chickens.

Use natural light where possible- early morning/late afternoon best light. Use reflectors/lamps if required

Audio- record some ambient sounds to use in editing
Voice - Speaking up, bouncy, energised, messing/ joking about. Voice overs.

Audio for interviews - check levels, minimise background noise

People - people living, fixed shots. Get people to look into camera. Flora and Fauna- fixed shots, panning for animals.
Show contrast between urban and rural from the perspective of the cyclist.
The transition from urban to rural, urban encroaching on rural and rural reclaiming urban - contrast between beautiful and ugly.
Changing surroundings and environments Observe the affects of humans on the environment Observe the power of nature
Film what naturally presents itself as interesting and the development of us and the journey / journey idea / ideals / progression / 
further development.

History of Andrew, Tom and Mark, relationships, why do it, particularly interesting things about members1.
Interviews with people - climate change / specific yet to be conceived questions2.
Stories from local people about subject. For example Ray Mear's Hadza tribe - hunting stories.3.
Specialist local knowledge/interest/skills.4. Film people and scenery - people are more interesting than scenery to the viewer5.
Get soundbites - short concise pieces of information or knowledge statements e.g. "A holiday doesnt have to be a beach holiday"6.
Interesting unique local culture - e.g. ruins, art, event, dance, drink etc.7.
Philosophical and psychological reaction to the experience and the environments and cultures, positive and negative8.
How we are coping with general living, eating, cooking, maintenance of bike. #Crisis.9.
Ask questions - minimum intervention - what is happening to you now??.. What does the local think to..10.

TV thrives on character driven narratives. Record- jeopardy, risk, problems, personal clashes.
Keep the camera rolling in difficult moments.

Diaries- fixed shots, personal, emotional, continuity of story.
Philosophical and psychological reaction to the experience and the environments and cultures, positive and negative

Intrusions into image frame like strap / glove / hair partially obstructing lens. Interruptions Light Jerkiness

Software: Final cut pro
Use lots of shots for different things and to build story. Use shot snippets and rearrange to fit storyline better.

Short punchy vids Blog with vids Live web broadcasts No zooming Consider file size - needs to be quite small.
Audio is still important for web footage

Making a documentary book from Amazon
(http://www.amazon.co.uk/Making-Documentary-Films-Practical-Documentaries/dp/0805044515/sr=8-1/qid=1159994873/ref=pd_ka_1/026-0482150-9443650?ie=UTF8&s=books
Interesting blog on documentary making on a budget
(http://poorbuthappy.com/ease/archives/2004/01/07/922/how-to-make-a-documentary) 
How to sell a documentary (http://www.videouniversity.com/selldoc.htm) 
Really cool thing from Channel Four on many aspects of filming (http://www.channel4.com/fourdocs/guides/index.html) 
Shooting people (http://www.shootingpeople.org/) - Get doco distributed and funded.

Guerilla (http://www.guerrilla.uk.com/) posted on the Thorn Tree in October 2006 asking for travellers' footage and thoughts for a 

Travelling Shot
A shot that conveys movement and that you are going somewhere. Lock the camera off somewhere and ride passed it.

GV
I think this is images of the location - scenery local area

In context to real life and story - e.g. village emerging in the morning or going to sleep at night

Establishing Shot
Provides context. For example in interview situation take a shot of where you are of the surrounding area.

Interviews

Lighting

Audio

Interviews

Subject

Story

Crisis
If a crisis happens. Film it 

happening if possible, if it is an ongoing thing, talk about and development the stories 
between those involved. E.g. cut to video diary, comments and interaction of group, different shots and angles but about the same thing and
covering the timescale of it's occurence from start to end.

Diaries

Message
What is to be communicated through the filming?

Promotion of mountain biking as a fantastic sport, method of travelling, loads of fun, environmentally friendly, culture of the bicycle in the
world

Aims
I would aim to get a reaction from the viewer and provoke thought.

Audience
Who is the audience? General public TV, kids -schools/educational resources, PR- corporate, Acamedic - anthropological resource?

Editing
In the raw footage lots of normal everyday stuff happens:

On editing:

Web Video

How-To

Production Companies



documentary
Icon Films [13] (http://www.iconfilms.co.uk/) produce documentaries in the UK and have links with the WWF/One Planet Living 
organization

Forums / Websites / Links / Blogs

filmmaking.net (http://www.filmmaking.net) 

http://europeanfilms.net/

http://www.bicyclefilmfestival.com/

http://www.bikefilmawards.org/
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